A two-step physical algorithm that simultaneously retrieves geophysical parameters from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) measurements was developed.
Introduction
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)1 is a keystone instrument of the Earth Observing System (EOS) for global remote sensing of atmosphere, land, and ocean properties from space in the visible and the infrared regions of the spectrum.
It was developed as part of the EOS AM-l platform (launched in December 1999) for global remote sensing of geophysical parameters from space. MODIS is a scanning spectroradiometer with 36 spectral bands between 0.41 and 14.5 pm. It scans from nadir to +55", with bands 1-19 and band 26 in the visible and the near-infrared range and with the remaining bands in the thermal infrared from the 3-14.5~km spectral region.
Although MODIS is not a sounding instrument, these thermal infrared bands provide measurements of radiance from the Earth's surface, from clouds, and from atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO,), moisture (H,O), and ozone (0,). Thus it will be possible to retrieve geophysical parameters that include atmospheric temperature and watervapor profiles, surface skin temperature, and land surface emissivities (henceforth abbreviated as surface emissivity) from the MODIS measurements. The combination of spectral coverage, high spatial resolution (1 km at nadir), and good radiometric signal to noise make MODIS particularly capable of retrieving medium-scale variability.
In support of MODIS remote-sensing algorithm development the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) was developed. MAS has 50 spectral bands with spectral coverage from 0.47 to 14.17 km. Of the 50 MAS bands, 19 have corresponding bands on MODIS.
With its much higher spectral resolution (50 m versus 250- "NEAT for bands 30-50 are based on in-flight measurements over the Gulf of Mexico on 9 April 1996. 'A, atmospheric studies; L, land studies; 0, ocean studies.
1000 m for MODIS), MAS is able to provide detailed small-scale variations of geophysical parameters2 and assess the scientific capability and usefulness of MODIS bands.
In the prelaunch phase a MODIS atmospheric retrieval algorithm was developed and tested with data from MAS.2J MAS, flown on NASA's ER-2 high-altitude (20-km) research aircraft, contains spectral sounding bands that will be used in the evaluation of a two-step physical retrieval algorithm presented in this paper.
Spectral characteristics of these bands and corresponding MODIS bands are listed in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the spectral responses of MAS infrared bands superposed with an emission spectrum from the surface and the atmosphere computed with a line-by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM)* for the U.S. standard atmosphere.
Remote sensing of atmospheric temperature and water-vapor profiles from infrared emission bands usually requires assumptions about the behavior of terrestrial materials.
It is usually assumed that the surface is a blackbody (emissivity 1.0)5-10 or a graybody (approximately 0.96-0.98)11 for atmospheric sounding.
In the current Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) operational retrieval algorithm a sequential method is used to deal with the surface emissivity.
The sequential method first retrieves atmospheric parameters and surface skin temperature, using a constant surface emissivity of 0.96 for land or 0.98 for water12; then the surface emissivity is adjusted by use of the retrieve+ temperature-humidity profile and surface skin ter perature in the radiative transfer equation (RTl A drawback of this approach is that only a single surface emissivity within the longwave region is calculated, disregarding surface emissivity spectral variation.
Moreover, sensitivity research on simulated MAS data has illustrated that separation of the surface emissivity retrieval from the atmospheric temperature-humidity profile retrieval in the coupled Earth-atmosphere system would reduce retrieval accuracy compared with that from the simultaneous retrieval.
The surface emissivity is dependent on the surface composition (soil, vegetation, snow, wetness, and the like) and geometry (soil roughness, geometry of vegetation canopy, topography, and so on). For instance, large variations exist between vegetated and nonvegetated surfaces (e.g., rock, sand).
Surface emissivity also varies within the shortwave (3-5-pm) and the longwave wave (8-14.5-pm) regions for some terrestrial materials. As shown in Fig. 2 , the emissivity spectrum of a green spruce leaf is roughly constant from 3.5-14.5 pm (lower left-hand panel), but the emissivity spectrum of sliced sandstone (lower right-hand panel) has a large spectral variation.
Thus, in cases of spectral and spatial surface emissivity variation, accounting for this variation will improve the accuracy of retrieved atmospheric profiles. l3 Alternatively, for the surface property retrieval in the Earthatmosphere system, the land-surface temperature (LST) retrieval requires accurate information of the atmospheric temperature and water-vapor distribution for the correction of atmospheric influences.
Although the split-window technique, which corrects atmospheric influences based on differential absorption in adjacent thermal bands, is less sensitive to the uncertainties of atmospheric status, this technique requires knowledge of surface emissivity to better than 0.01 for retrieval of LST to an accuracy of 1 K.14 Obviously it is difficult to meet this requirement for land covers with variable emissivities, especially in semiarid and arid areas.
Also, a recently developed physics-based LST retrieval algorithm15 has demonstrated that the accuracy of the LST retrieval depends largely on accurate atmospheric information. These efforts indicate that the accuracy of retrieved geophysical parameters from space may be improved on by (i) including surface emissivity as a part of the solution of the RTE and (ii) retrieving atmospheric parameters and surface properties simultaneously. In this paper a two-step physical algorithm that retrieves atmospheric temperature and water-vapor profiles, surface skin temperature, and two surface emissivities (in shortwave and long-wave) is investigated.
The linear simultaneous form of RTE, which is the basis of the two-step physical algorithm, was originally developed by Smith et aZ."-8 and has been successfully applied to radiometric measurements from the Television and Infrared Observational Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS), GOES, and high-resolution interferometer sounder (HIS).9-11,16-M For example, Huangl6 derived a linearized RTE with analytical Jacobians of band transmittances and used Tikhonov regularization with a special side constraint on simulated and observed high-resolution interferometer sounder data. Eyre19>20 proposed a Newtonian iteration algorithm that performs a simultaneous retrieval of the temperature and humidity profiles, the surface skin temperature, microwave emissivity, and the cloud-top pressure and amount from the TOVS data.
However, in these efforts, a constant surface emissivity value was assumed for the infrared shortwave and long-wave regions.
It is expected that retrieval errors are increased over nonvegetated surfaces by means of ignoring surface emissivity spectral and spatial variations. This is supported by the findings of Plokhenko and Menzel,l3 who point out that even small emissivity variations cause measurable changes in infrared radiance and that disregarding the spectral and spatial variations of the emissivity in the window bands magnifies the errors in the forward transfer model calculation.
Smith et aZ.21 developed a physical retrieval algorithm for the atmospheric infrared sounder (AIRS) in which surface emissivity is treated as a retrieval parameter. This study follows Smith's derivation and expands on the early GOES physical retrieval development by including surface emissivities as a part of the retrieval solution.
The two-step physical retrieval described in this paper requires the use of initial temperature and watervapor profiles, surface skin temperature, and two surface emissivities.
These initial geophysical parameters serve as a first guess to constrain the numerical solution to a physically reasonable results.
The first-guess parameters are obtained through a statistical regression analysis technique (see Subsection 6.A). Then the physical retrieval is accomplished in two steps: (i) The Tikhonov regularization method is employed to generate a regularization solution that updates the first-guess temperature and water-vapor profiles, surface skin temperature, and two emissivities. Along with the Tikhohov solution, the optimum of the Tikhonov regularization parameter that balances the residual norm and the side constraint norm (see Subsection 2.C) in the computed solution is also obtained.
(ii) The Tikhonov regularization solution with the optimum regularization parameter is then used as an improved first guess in the nonlinear Newtonian iteration algorithm.
The maximum probability solution for the geophysical parameters is finally achieved through the solution of the RTE. The advantage of combining the Tikhonov and the Newtonian methods is to find, with objectivity, an optimum regularization parameter that is used as a smooth factor to control convergence in the Newtonian retrieval method.
In addition, the improved guess parameters obtained from the first-step result in better retrieval performance in the Newtonian retrieval algorithm.
The two-step physical retrieval was applied in this paper to simulated MAS radiances, and a comprehensive error analysis was made.
The experimental verification is also presented by application of the algorithm to real MAS observations by a NASA ER-2 aircraft over Oklahoma during the Subsonic Contrails and Clouds Effects Special Studies (SUCCESS) campaign. 22 MAS data is useful for testing the retrieval for MODIS application, because of similarities (cross-track scan pattern, spectral bands, radiometric performance) between MAS and MODIS. 2 Finally the discrepancies between the retrieved parameters and the cross-chain Loran atmospheric sounding system (CLASS) sounding are discussed.
Methodology

A. Perturbation Form of the Radiative Transfer Equation
For a cloud-free atmosphere under local thermodynamic equilibrium the RTE15 in the thermal infrared region may be expressed as where R(v~, p,) is the mean spectral radiance measured in a band whose mean effective wave number is V~ and the cosine of local zenith angle 8 of observation is l.~, B(vj, t,) is the Planck function of the surface skin temperature t,, E(VJ, TV,) is the effective surface emissivity, and ~(u~, F, p,) is the transmittance from the surface pressure level p, to the top of the atmosphere along the observation angle 0. The first term of Eq. (1) represents surface emission to space (less atmospheric absorption).
R,(vJ, p) is the upwelling radiance contributed from atmosphere to space. R,(v~, l.~, -k-I, +') denotes the atmospheric downwelling emissive radiance being reflected by the surface upward to space; its incident direction is represented by -k' and 4' (where the minus sign indicates that direction is always downward).
Note that p' = cos 8' and that +' represents the azimuthal angle.
The final term represents downward solar radiance reflected off the surface, where p. is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, $. is the relative azimuth angle between the viewing direction and the solar beam direction, f,(p; -k', +') is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function.
is the total transmittance for the solar beam.
E,(u~) is the spectral solar irradiance incident on the top of the atmosphere (norm to the beam).
To be practical with use of Eq. (1) for geophysical parameter retrieval, the following realistic assumptions are held:
(a) A horizontally homogeneous atmospheric condition is assumed so that the atmospheric downward thermal emission is independent of azimuth angle.23 (b) A specular reflection model is adopted, so it is reasonable to assume that p = b'; consequently, the integral of %(y, t-4 -k', +') can be simplified.
(c) A single bidirectional reflectance distribution function anisotropic factor15 can be used for the surfacereflected solar beam within the shortwave region, and the anisotropic factor (x is defined as follows,
where r is reflectance of the assumed Lambertian surface.
As a result of above-mentioned assumptions with the relation r = 1 -E according to Kirchhoff's law, Eq. (1) can be simplified as follows, dP (2) 7T
Eob, > + [1 -+, t-dbT*(v,, IJ-, -I-'Jo, o>(-k~> ___ ,
where T*(u~, k, -P, P> = Tb'j, p, Pshb'j, -p, Psbb'j, p, p) is the reflected transmittance from surface to the pressure level p.
Although there is evidence that surface emissivity varies with viewing angle, spectral and angular emissivity data are very limited. 24 In the following derivation, land surfaces are assumed to be Lambertian, (i.e., surface emissivity is independent of local zenith angle), and the solar contribution term is not included (reflected solar radiance correction for daytime observation within the shortwave region is discussed in Subsection 6.C). Equation (2) may be approximated in the numerical perturbation form of
where the perturbation, 6, is with respect to an a priori estimated or mean condition; t, is a MAS band brightness temperature vector; and Ki*, K', I?, and Ii' are the weighting functions of surface skin temperature (t,), surface emissivity (t), atmospheric temperature (t), and water vapor (q), respectively. The atmospheric quadrature pressure level is indicated by i (i = 1, , 2s, from space to surface), j denotes band number, and Is is a quadrature level of the surface pressure.
For simplicity the variable k was dropped in the weighting functions.
Equation (3) can be expressed in its matrix form as
where 8y = Et, and the weighting function matrix K contains K'. K". P. and P?,17,alzs i.e..
Et \
(5)
The entry KCi, j), of weighting function matrix K, is expressed for trmperature RS
For water vapor ( "In TzL(4j) dp(i) W).
(8)
For surface skin temperature and for surface emissivity where TV, IS water-vapor component transmittance; 1, and t, are surface air (taken at 2 m above ground) and skin temperature, respectively; and ri and -represent transmittance of the atmospheric column above the Icvel, i, and above the surface, s, respectively, for all gases. The symbol il indicates the partial derivative with respect to the vertical coordinate.
B. Solution in the Eigenvector Doman
4s is well known, Eq. (4) presents an ill-posed problem. The inverse solution of Eq. (4) is to solve 83 unknown parameters that include 40 levels"~ for atmospheric temperature profile, 40 levels for watervapor profile, surface skin temperature, and two surface emissivities from the MAS 21 spectral band measurements (bands 30-50).
Obviously it is an undetermined solution.
To reduce the uncertainty in the solution and increase computational efficiency, the profile vector is expanded as a small series of eigenvcctors ofthe temperature and water-vapor profiles. 27 This reduces the number of unknown coefficients to the same order as that of measured radiances.
In the eigenvcctor domain the perturbation solution can be written ae
where vz is the ith eigenvector, f' is the ith expansion coefficients, and M denotes the number of terms. V and f represent the eigenvector matrix and the coefficient vector, respectively.
The eigenvectors are derived from a statistical covariance matrix of a large sample of radiosonde temperature and water-vapor profiles.
The eigenvectors of surface skin temperature and emissivities are assumed to be the unit vector. Therefore the retrieval problem is reduced to finding a set of coefficients that may be applied to Eq. (11) with eigenvectors to update the geophysical parameters.
Since the eigenvector expansion algorithm provides the most computationally economic representation of temperature or water-vapor mixing ratio, the number of eigcnvectors required for extracting all the significant information in the MAS radiance is much less than the number of MAS radiance bands.
Statistical analysis of the MAS radiance information content reveals that five tempcrature and three water-vapor eigenvectors explain all the MAS radiance variance occurring above the instrument noise level.
In the eigenvector domain Eq.
(4) becomeq
The sounding retrieval problem has been reduced to one of solving for 11 unknowns (5 temperature eigenvector coefficients, 3 water-vapor eigenvector coefficients, surface skin temperature perturbation plus 2 surface emissivity perturbations).
C. Tikhonov Regularization
The ill-posed problem and the solution of Eq. (4) has been investigated by many in the literature.zs-34
The direct inverse of Eq. (4) may not exist; i.e., there is no solution, or the solution is unstable. Tikhonov regularization28-31 is the most widely used algorithm to stabilize the ill-posed problem and to obtain a meaningful solution.
In our case Tikhonov regulation involves solving the following problem: (13) where K = S-l12R, Sy = S-1'2Sy, and S-li2 is the inverse of the root of MAS instrument noise matrix. The symbol y is a regularization parameter, and L is a side constraint matrix.
The solution of Eq. (13) is given by Sf, = Rpy, (14) where q is a resolution matrix,
The subscript y indicates that the retrieved expansion coefficients are dependent on y; different y results in different solutions.
So the regularization parameter y plays an important role in the retrieved solution.
It balances the residual norm Ill&f -Syll and the side constraint norm liLSfll. If y is chosen too small, the solution of Eq. (13) is unstable; whereas if y is too large, the retrieved solution is close to the initial guess profile.
It is possible to find an optimum parameter y that minimizes the total error. The objective methods that estimate the optimum y can be found in Refs. 35-37.
D. Newtonian Iteration Algorithm
After the regularization solution described in Subsection 2.C, which updates the original regression guess profile along with the optimum parameter y, is obtained, the nonlinear Newtonian iteration algorithm is further applied to the Tikhonov regularization solution.
The iterative solution of Eq. (4) is given by17
where y, is a smoothing parameter whose initial value is set to be the output of the Tikhonov regularization algorithm. At each iterative step, convergence tests are carried out. The convergence tests include the expansion coefficient convergence test and the weighted brightness temperature residual test. The purpose of the convergence tests is for retrieval quality control.
If one of these tests fails, then the retrieval is rejected.
This occurs in less than 0.5% of the retrievals. Fig. 3 . MAS band synthetic brightness temperature (BT) differences between LBLRTM and fast regression transmittance models (the BT difference is zero if the column is not shown).
Forward Transmittance Model
An essential part of the physical retrieval is the accuracy of a fast regression transmittance model for the forward transfer radiance calculation.38 Following the pressure layer optical depth algorithm,39 developed for AIRS flying on the EOS PM platform (the satellite will fly in a Sun-synchronous polar orbit ascending northward across the equator in the afternoon), a new MAS fast transmittance regression model has been developed for the current study at Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS). This transmittance model is similar to that used for the high-resolution infrared sounder (HIRS/3) and the advanced microwave sounder unit (AMSU).40>41 Figure 3 shows brightness temperature differences between LBL-RTM and fast regression forward models for MAS bands 30-50.
The hottest and coldest rawinsonde observation (RAOB) profiles from a 1-yr RAOB dataset over North America are shown.
As seen in Fig. 3 , the differences are small (co.2 K) for all MAS bands except band 41 for the coldest case and bands 39-41 for the hottest case.
The largest discrepancy is 0.53 K for band 40, suggesting that the fast regression transmittance model overestimates atmospheric absorption.
In Fig. 4 , showing results for driest and wettest RAOB profiles, brightness temperature differences for MAS bands 30-50 are less than 0.2 K. This illustrates that the fast regression model has a good agreement with LBL-RTM and is able to reproduce line-by-line calculations.
One can expect that brightness temperature differences for MAS bands 30-50 from the two models are typically less than 0.2 K, which is near or below nominal MAS noise-equivalent temperature difference (NEAT).
Band Sensitivity Study
A physical algorithm for retrieving geophysical parameters is based on the differences of observed and calculated sounding band brightness temperature. The solid and the striped columns in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 are with 20% and 40% water-vapor mixing ratio reduction, respectively, from the wettest profile of Fig. 4 . As can be seen, bands 38-42 and [44] [45] [46] [47] are sensitive to atmospheric water-vapor changes. MAS band 48, which is used mainly for temperature retrieval, also has large sensitivity to atmospheric water vapor. It is demonstrated that all geophysical parameters being retrieved make collective contributions to the brightness temperature of sounding bands.
Thus a simultaneous retrieval approach may perform better than a sequential retrieval approach (geophysical parameters are retrieved separately), because the interdependence of atmospheric status with the coupled surface contribution is taken into account. Figure 6 shows MAS sensitivity to surface skin temperature and emissivity variations from the hottest temperature profile used in Fig. 3 . The original surface emissivity is assumed to be 1.0 (blackbody). Emissivity changes of 0.02 and 0.04 are shown. The changes of surface skin temperature are 2 and 4 K, respectively.
It can be seen that bands 30-34 and 42-46 (except ozone band 43) are the most sensitive to the change of surface properties.
These spectral bands enable study of surface properties.
In summary, the sensitivity study of the MAS bands demonstrates that, although MAS is not a sounder instrument, it does have many thermal infrared bands that contain information to be used for retrieving geophysical parameters.
Band-Averaged Land-Surface Emissivity
The band-averaged land-surface emissivity is defined as (17) where e(v) is the spectral response function of the MAS bandj, and ~j,l and uj,u are its lower and upper spectral boundaries. MAS band-averaged emissivity data were calculated with Eq. (17) from published spectral reflectance data of 80 pure terrestrial material samples.
These material samples include igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks, varnished rock surface, lichen-covered sandstone, soil samples, green foliage, senescent foliage, water, ice, and water surfaces with suspended quartz sediment or oil slicks.
The sample numbers, names, and corresponding type of material are summarized in Table 2 . A more detailed description of these surface emissivity data can be found in Refs. 42 and 43. Figure 7 shows the calculated band-averaged surface emissivities in the MAS bands 30-32, 42, 45, 46, and 48 . Analysis of these emissivity data clearly shows that there are strong variations not only for different terrestrial materials (from vegetated surfaces to rock and sand) at given spectral positions but also for given materials at different spectral regions. For simplicity, in the two-step physical retrieval algorithm tested in this paper, only two surface emissivities are retrieved.
These two emissivities are 
Retrieval Results
The two-step physical retrieval algorithm was tested with both simulated MAS radiances (from radiosondes) and real MAS observations over Oklahoma during the SUCCESS campaign.
For generating a first-guess profile, a regression-based retrieval was performed on the MAS datasets.
The data components and the retrieval results are described in this section.
A. First-Guess Regression Retrieval
To develop a first-guess regression retrieval, 2512 radiosonde profiles from the period of 2 March to 11 April 1996 over the central United States were used. The radiosondes were divided into dependent (2094 profiles) and independent (418 profiles) datasets. An eigenvector decomposition technique was applied to the dependent dataset to describe the temperature and water-vapor mixing ratio profiles.
Two sets of empirical orthogonal functions were calculated; one for temperature and one for the natural logarithm of water-vapor mixing ratio. As described in Subsection 2.B, each atmospheric profile can be expanded in terms of a few empirical orthogonal functions to capture the atmospheric vertical structure information. The surface skin temperature was simulated for each radiosonde from surface air temperature plus a random number with variance 4 K and mean value equal to zero. The shortwave and the long-wave surface emissivities used in forward calculations were the MAS band-averaged emissivity data described in Section 5. The surface emissivities vary from 0.56 to 0.99.
The forward model discussed in Section 3 was used to create MAS simulated brightness temperatures for each radiosonde profile in the dependent and the independent datasets.
Random noise based on actual MAS data (variance 0.2 K and mean value equal to zero) was added to the MAS simulated dataset for better simulation of the MAS real observations.
Regression analysis was applied to the dependent radiosonde-simulated MAS dataset to generate regression coefficients relating MAS bands 30-50 to atmospheric temperature and water-vapor profiles, surface skin temperature, and shortwave and longwave emissivities.
The regression coefficients were applied to the independent dataset to produce a highquality profile of atmospheric state and surface properties to facilitate physical solution of the RTE. Temperature and water-vapor profile statistical comparisons are given in Fig. 8 . The solid and the dashed curves represent the root-mean-square (rms) errors for physical (discussed in Subsection 6.B) and regression retrievals, respectively.
The corresponding rms error (dotted-dashed curve) of the dependent mean profile is also plotted.
As shown, the regression retrieval first guess is a large improvement over the mean profile for both temperature and water vapor.
B. Two-Step Physical Retrieval Test
The two-step physical retrieval algorithm described in Section 2 is performed as follows:
In the first step the Tikhonov regularization parameter is determined and applied to the first guess profile from the regression analysis.
The constraint matrix L is simply set to satisfy LrL = C-i, where C is a matrix of geophysical parameter expected errors as its entries. The MAS instrument noise was evaluated with data collected over the Gulf of Mexico on 9 April 1996. A set of the expansion coefficients from Eq. (14) is computed as a Tikhonov parameter y varies.
Then the Tikhonov solution that updates the first-guess profile is obtained.
The retrieved residual of the MAS bands 30-50 is estimated at each step. The residual is defined to be the rms error of the noise-weighted difference between the observed brightness temperature and the brightness temperature calculated from the retrieved geophysical parameters through the RTE. This procedure is repeated with a varied y. When the retrieved residual is minimized, the first step is completed.
The Tikohonov parameter y from the first step is referred to as the optimum parameter in the sense of minimizing the retrieved residual.
If the minimum of retrieved residual is greater than the guess residual calculated from the regression analysis, the Tikhonov solution is rejected, and the first step retrieval is replaced with the regression profile with the optimum parameter set to an empirical value.
In the second step, following the same procedure as in Ref. 17 , the nonlinear Newtonian iteration algorithm is applied to the updated first-guess profile to produce the final two-step physical retrieval. Table  3 lists the rms errors of the retrieval comparisons for a zero noise case. The second column represents the rms departure of the independent dataset profiles from the mean profile of the dependent dataset. The third and the forth columns are rms errors of the regression and two-step physical retrieved results compared with the MAS simulated data from the independent dataset profiles.
The layer mean tem- aTs, surface skin temperature; TPW, total precipitable water vapor; SW E, surface emissivity in the shortwave region; Lw E, surface emissivity in the long-wave region.
perature (LMT) 1 is the temperature profile averaged from 50 to 200 hPa. The other LMT's are averaged from 200-400, 400-600, 600-800, and 800-1000 hPa. The rms departure of the LMT from the dependent mean profile is from 4. 46-8.23 K, whereas the rms error of the two-step physical retrieval is 1.64
K or less. The total precipitable water vapor (TPW) rms is dramatically reduced from 0.85 to 0.34 cm. For surface properties the rms error of skin temperature is 0.49 K, and the rms error of surface emissivity is 0.020 (0.009) for the shortwave (longwave) region. Figure 8 displays the information of Table 3 in graphical form. Table 4 lists the same statistical comparisons as Table 3 but with random noise 0.2 K added into the simulated data.
For a random NEAT of 0.2 K, the statistical results show that rms errors for LMT and TPW retrievals are equal to or less than 1.73 K and 0.38 cm, respectively.
The rms error of surface skin temperature is 0.58 K. And surface emissivity retrieval errors within the shortwave and the longwave regions are 0.022 and 0.011, respectively.
Obviously, as noise increases the accuracy of aTs, surface skin temperature; TPW, total precipitable water vapor; SW E, surface emissivity in the shortwave region; Lw E, surface emissivity in the longwave region.
the retrieval is degraded but still quite good. For noise of 0.2 K the rms error of the TPW is still -22% less than the regression retrieval results (0.38 cm versus 0.49 cm). Improvements of surface properties are mitigated as noise increases.
However, in Table 4 the physical retrieval rms error of the LMT and the surface emissivities is slightly better than the regression retrieval rms error.
In summary statistical analysis of retrieval rms errors show that the two-step physical retrieval algorithm is able to retrieve geophysical parameters simultaneously with improved accuracy by use of MAS simulated data.
C. Retrieval with Real MODIS Airborne Simulator Data
The two-step physical retrieval algorithm described in Section 2 was applied to real MAS multispectral measurements from the SUCCESS campaign. Clear-sky radiances on 13 April 1996 were collected from 18:26 to 18:34 UTC by MAS on a NASA ER-2 aircraft over the Cloud and Radiation Testbed site in Oklahoma.
The MAS 50-m-resolution image contained 2991 lines with 716 pixels per line. The MAS data were averaged to a 10 X 10 field-of-view clear brightness temperature vector for each retrieval. The averaging process reduced the image size to 70 pixels per line by 300 lines. The MAS 3-5-km band radiances were adjusted to remove surface-reflected solar contamination.44T45 For better representation of surface type in Oklahoma, some material samples such as minerals and rocks were excluded from the MAS band-averaged surface emissivity data in Section 5. A newly averaged two-emissivity dataset within the shortwave and the longwave regions was generated, which is a subset of MAS band-averaged emissivity data. This was randomly incorporated into the dependent and the independent datasets for the MAS simulated brightness temperature calculation. A new set of regression coefficients that relate the geophysical parameters to the MAS simulated brightness temperature was generated from the dependent dataset.
Surface pressure and sensor viewing angle were added as additional predictors along with MAS band measurements, since surface pres- sure and sensor viewing angle variations must be accounted for in the real observations. Figure 9 shows the retrieved surface skin temperature (lefthand panel) and total precipitable water-vapor (right-hand panel) images, respectively, from the two-step physical algorithm.
The range of retrieved surface skin temperature is 292.6-316.6 K. The retrieved TPW range is 1.04-2.61 cm. The retrieved surface emissivities within the shortwave and the long-wave regions are given in Fig. 10 . The surface emissivity variation is from 0.93-1.00.
For the indirect verification of surface skin temperature the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is displayed in the right-hand panel of Fig. 11 . The NDVI was determined on the basis of the relationship be- tween measurements of MAS reflectance bands 2 (0.66 km) and 7 (0.87 km):
where ref (7) and ref (2) are reflectances of visible bands 7 and 2, respectively. The NDVI approximately describes terrestrial material status: The higher NDVI value indicates vegetation, whereas lower NDVI values are typically nonvegetated surface.46747 As shown in Fig. 11 , skin temperature is inversely correlated to NDVI, and higher (lower) skin temperature (left-hand panel) corresponds to lower (higher) NDVI .13 Figure 12 shows the correlation between surface skin temperature and the NDVI. The calculated correlation coefficient is -0.75 with 21,229 retrieval points.
It can be seen that there is a good negative correlation between the NDVI and retrieved surface skin temperature.
A collocated CLASS sounding profile at 18 UTC was selected for atmospheric parameter comparison. The nearest (5 km) retrieved profile to the CLASS profile was chosen.
The observation time difference was approximately 30 min. Figure 13 illustrates the comparison of temperature and water-vapor mixing ratio profiles.
The dashed curve is the CLASS sounding profile and the solid and the dotted-dashed curves represent physical and regression solutions, respectively.
Although the physical retrieval is not an improvement over the regression temperature profile, the retrieval of the water-vapor mixing ratio profile from the two-step algorithm agrees better with the CLASS sounding than does the regression profile. The TPW bias error is reduced by -9% (1.45 versus 1.56). The discrepancies between the CLASS sounding and retrieved profiles occur for the following reasons:
(a) the MAS instrument with the lower vertical resolution capability has difficulty capturing sharp vertical gradients in the geophysical parameters, (b) the spatial resolution of the measurements differs (point measurement versus area average), (c) temporal discrepancies between the measurements (CLASS at 1800 UTC, MAS at 18:26-18:34 UTC), (d) the CLASS sounding errors are of the order of 0.5 K for temperature and 10% for humidity,48-so and (e) there is no bias correction to MAS radiances. Bias corrections account for absolute instrument measurement error, forward model error, and other processing errors.
In addition, the current two-step physical retrieval algorithm is limited to retrieve only two surface emissivities (one within the shortwave region, the other within the long-wave region). They may not represent real emissivity spectral variation, especially in the shortwave region when nonvegetated surfaces are viewed. However it is possible to retrieve more than two surface emissivities if the reflected solar contribution term in Eq. (1) is included in the perturbation form of the RTE. This term is related to the surface properties and atmospheric conditions in the lower troposphere. Thus it includes information that can improve the accuracy of atmospheric parameter and surface property retrievals.
Currently this investigation is under way. Preliminary testing shows that the retrieval accuracy of surface emissivities, especially within the shortwave region, is significantly improved when the reflected solar contribution term is included in Eq. (1). The test results will be presented in a future paper.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a two-step physical algorithm for simultaneous retrieval of geophysical parameters including atmospheric temperature and water-vapor profiles, surface skin temperature, and shortwave and longwave emissivity from MAS radiometric measurements.
Previously, it was assumed that the surface is a blackbody or graybody for atmospheric sounding or that atmospheric properties are well known for surface property retrieval.
As demonstrated in Ref. 13 , the assumption of fixed surface emissivity degrades the accuracy of atmospheric parameter retrieval in the troposphere.
The advantage of the two-step physical algorithm presented here is to retrieve atmospheric parameters along with surface properties simultaneously in the coupled Earth-atmosphere system. Retrievals of geophysical parameters with MAS simulated brightness temperatures calculated for a radiosonde profile dataset show that the accuracy of all retrieved parameters is improved as compared with regression retrieval.
When random noise of 0.2 K is added into the simulated data, retrieval performance is degraded.
However, RMS statistics demonstrate that the results retrieved with the two-step physical algorithm are still better than regression retrieval results. The rms error (Table 4) of retrieved layer mean temperature is equal to or less than 1.73 K, the rms error of total precipitable water is 0.38 cm, a 22% reduction of rms as compared with rms of the regression retrieval.
Surface property (skin temperature, emissivity) retrieval is also improved.
rms's of 0.58 K and 0.022 (0.011) are achieved for retrieved surface skin temperature and shortwave (longwave) emissivities, respectively.
The experimental verification was also extended to real MAS observations from a NASA ER-2 aircraft over Oklahoma during the SUC-CESS campaign.
The retrieved temperature and water-vapor mixing ratio profiles compared well with a CLASS sounding.
The TPW retrieved from the two-step physical algorithm is 1.45 cm, 9% better than regression retrieval results.
Surface properties were indirectly verified with NDVI computed from MAS data. A high negative correlation (-0.75) was found between retrieved skin temperature and NDVI.
We are indebted to H. M. Woolf for his dedicated contributions to the MAS transmittance model development and providing all RAOB data used in this
